People are friendly -

Underlying basic equality -
And a leaning reciprocity.

Honesty & candor

1. We have different

Understanding must be based on mutual self-interest:

2. Contract is as good as well of pact is kept.

We will honor our agreements.

3. We will do more than we say.

4. To take advantage of food fine point is

that may go on long term now.

Dear:

We are 22 year old -  You are 200 year old

1. Fear was ancient the chart.

Emissary of peace should lead to military expression.

2. We are not fit for state because of ideology

but on basis if their policy toward us.

3. We must not eat our own in way which

will undermine confidence in US and world.

4. You are a menace as explicitly mentioned

-We are a threat and extremely (mainly ideological)

1. We thought emissary aid would

be followed by political program -

2. Only trees in Europe & Japan.

3. Need for political stimulation to use the aid.

4. Soviet reached out its hands - caused (U.S.)

reach out its hands - (get this done for our lifeline).

5. Our restraint when we reached Moscow & others

Chin must not be carved up again.

6. And small nation (Somalia) Israel have

right to fight.

Chin - "Threat a Big Power will lose them small into

constraint.

DECASSIFIED
E.O. 12356, Sect. 3A
NSC 14-74/2149 F93-499, 880/3477 (NLI 88-16)
By 14th NARA, Date 9-15-87
Campaign against reunification visit - Return it to 3.

- People - fruit - count fewer?
- Against:
  - Obstructed party [current position]
  - Obstruct party
  - For right party
  - India party

All have agents in Press, Media, Poli, Business.
But people will prevail.

Chair: "We need to use young people."

Mystery: "We fear what we do not know."

Chair: "Our support - developed since strength - length of spirit."

We believe fundamentally in balancing force to prevent war.

They talk less must appear not to be abandoning principle.

Chair: "Our meeting will shake the world."

N - Japan -

Don’t say "we oppose reunification of Japan."

1. We oppose Nuclear Japan.
2. As long as we have influence can discourage Japan. Ready text.
3. Korea - Taiwan - China.

Note - takes 2.5 to make plan.

1. Know has been approved (E.C.12)
2. If it happens again - we will react.
Nuclear. Soviet attempt to "farse" the log 
Nuclear disarmament.

Stop. Always try to turn 
fringe issues into 
permanent of inferior positions.

China must 
satisfy latent 
unrest.

Turn a page in history. 
Turn on under pressure.

"Although we are reported by most west 
Pacific Ocean. Friendship binds our 
two peoples together."

1. People with different philosophies, specific views. 
   would not be likely to become friends.
   a. We compete with our friends.
   vigourously - essentially.
   "We hope this new era will be 
   approached in a new spirit."

What they want:
1. Build up their world credentials.
2. Taiwan.

What we want:
1. Into China (?)
3. On Fata - Reduce threat of confrontation by Chin Supremes.

What we both want:
1. Reduce danger of confrontation and conflict.
2. A more stable Asia.
3. A restraint of an U.S. N.

Trust. We speak on our Native - it's people, proudly.
We speak to the world - its hopes for better life.
China can be a strong, as well as it wants to be.
Change-
1. We live in period of change.
   Shall we be destroyed, or shall we resist it.

Japan ready for take off economically.
1. Can't expect dynamic, proud, food-hungry people, to be economic quiet.
2. Shall we provide security shield?
   1. To keep Japan from building its own.
   2. To have influence for U.S.
(We oppose Japanese "strategy out its hands" to Korea, Taiwan.
  Defense -
2. But if we don't have a treaty, our rearmament would be like "empty canvas.
3. "Wild Horse" would not be controlled.

Smith:
1. Try to free its hand in Europe & Middle East to concentrate elsewhere.
2. Want U.S. hand to be tied down in 11,12.
3. If U.S. becomes irrelevant - "withdraw" for their eq.
   Soviet will fill the vacuum.
Dear U.S. - why?

1. Injun (enemy), Mill City, S. Carolina
2. Sell slaves to master
3. A war for rich
4. Crude for gentil
5. Conquor for conquer.
6. Strange for foreign (barbarian)

Treat 'em (as European)

1. Don't quarrel
2. Don't praise him ( Comrade
3. Don't praise the people - art, music
4. Grain prices
5. Env. of country

Chief -

1. Must not be "too grain" -
2. Individuality.

Post: in Ant. 2.0 b. c.

1. What is he like inside?

2. Strong

3. Democ.

4. Spartan

5. Croat

6. Is he strong so that I must respect him or weak so that I can attack him?

7. Does he have debtors & creditors?

8. Is Amn. better than ours?

Guerilla - v. Negroes

Volunteer v. Company

Quartered v. Land Title

Continually tried to reinstate the revolutionary spirit among young

Paid price in blood to "clean the kitchen"
Mao

Cruel
Cruel
Honor
Cunning + Force
Lucky living.
Mystical shoppings.

Notes:

Unlike our Western which stress courage, honor.
His heroes are guilt + artificial devices.

0. Make heroes of the villains in China Victory.

Believe U.S. is degenerate:

1. That we are withdrawing from Asia.
2. Note 9 & 5 (Read Fort 9 -)
   0. Drown with a pink lake
   0. Soz we they and the South.
3. Enjoy direct intelli
gence
   Enough gandfather in Bloc country
to understand.

Opposed Peaceful Coexistence.

Russia off keep:

1. 56 Attack of Stalin (didn't inform him)
2. 59. List of Russian escapes
   0. Secret to offense + attack
   0. Support of Chinese in khaki desert.
3. 58 - failed to support in Quemoy Water.
   0. Know else?
4. 60 - full break when K refused in Berlin
   Teheran Aid being withheld
   Crisis caused by K. deep forced

Believe struggle not harmony is way to progress

Anti-intelligentsia elite (confine to fame)

Anti-Bureaucracy (thieves, dictators, mole
people, dependent on organized depression).

But distinct present mixture: (can be removed)
by better education,

Form collectives in ways that be

Expects: 1940 & 1948.
Chou Act
We do not trade in principle.
We have shaken the world.
We have started a world in world affairs.
Conservatives (Health - Re.) make great changes.
Beamwies are similar in every country. (E. Barsole)
Time is an endless life in nature.
You dare to use young people.

Avoid opportunists - be for principle.
They have little time. (Age)
Form on principle - flexible on detail.
Paint perspective on each issue.
We will move more in our self-interest.
Can because we are reliable.
1. We tell you nothing I cant

not produce. We do more than say

not protect good will and friendship.
If we would like to be friends
But our intentions bring us together.
not our friendship.
Thus shall we clear off this stage if

One leg than our people

we can therefore be "pragmatic of Peace."

"Down with Arrogance" may be an empty

cannon, but it also has a nagging effect.